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Sitara was born in a Brahmin family on Dhanteras, Lakshmi Poojan, auspicious day. Her father Sukhdev Maharaj therefore named her Dhanalakshmi and was addressed as Danno. She had two other sisters Tara and Alaknanda and a brother Chaubey Maharaj.  

Her father was a court musician in Nepal. On returning to Benaras, he studied Kathak under Achhan Maharaj, father of Birju Maharaj and trained his three daughters in Kathak. Those were not easy times to present girls as dancers in public. Sukhdev Maharaj, his wife Maytsya Kumari dressed the girls in costumes of Krishna and Radha and composed Kavits in praise of Gods and Goddesses.  

Danno was given name as Sitara. She performed before Gurudev Rabindra Nath Tagore who gave her title Kathak Queen when she was barely sixteen.  

Sitara had a chequered career. She also joined films. Some of her films like Najma with Ashok Kumar and later on Phool, Roti were hit. However, she gave up films and concentrated on classical Kathak and earned great fame as a leading dancer.  

Her dance was energetic, full of life, and captivating. Both in nritta, pure dance and nritya, abhinaya she scaled great heights. She also studied under Shambhu Maharaj and Lacchu Maharaj. Her father composed several kavits on Kali, Durga. They were executed with energy and gave her dance dynamic quality. Her padhant, reciting bols was loved by her fans, who were all over the world. From Motihari village in Bihar to Manhattan in New York.  

She was truly a People's artist. In Kathak, dancers speak to audience and Sitara used to establish great rapport. People loved her talking to audience, explaining subtle nuances of abhinay and quality of nritta, bols, tote, tukde, improvisation.  

She contributed a lot in popularising Kathak and shall be remembered for her joyous temperament, zest and love for life.
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